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Abstract Recent years have seen considerable progress in both the technical ca-
pabilities and the market penetration of spoken language dialogue systems. Perfor-
mance has clearly passed a threshold of usability which has triggered the mass de-
ployment of effective interactive voice response systems, mostly based on the now
firmly established VXML standard. In the research laboratories, next-generation
spoken language dialogue systems are being investigated which employ statistical
modelling techniques (such as POMDPs) to handle uncertainty and paralinguistic
behaviours (such as back-channeling and emotion) to provide more ’natural’ voice-
based interaction between humans and artificial agents. All of these developments
suggest that the field is moving in a positive direction, but to what extent is it simply
accumulating a battery of successful short-term engineering solutions as opposed
to developing an underlying long-term theory of vocal interaction? This talk at-
tempted to address this issue by drawing attention to results in research fields that
are quite distinct from speech technology, but which may give some useful insights
into potential generic principles of human (and even animal) behaviour. In partic-
ular, inspiration was drawn from psychology, the neurosciences and even the per-
forming arts, and a common theme will emerge that focuses on the need to model
the drives behind communicative behaviour, their emergent consequences and the
appropriate characterisation of advanced communicative agents (such as robots). It
was concluded that future developments in spoken language dialogue systems stand
to benefit greatly from such a transdisciplinary approach, and that fields outside
of speech technology will also benefit from the empirical grounding provided by
practical engineered solutions.
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